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Abstract—Mobile sink has been adopted by many schemes for
lifetime improvement in wireless sensor networks. It is necessary
to propagate the topological or location changes caused by the
sink movement across the network for successful data delivery.
However, previous studies on using mobile sink either assume that
some global information of the network is already availableor let
the mobile sink convey the global information through repeated
network-wide broadcasting. As a result, the gains in network
lifetime from sink mobility can be offset by the broadcasting
which incurs extra high energy loss. To address this problem, we
propose Dual-Sink, an energy-efficient and distributed protocol
for data collection in wireless sensor networks. Both a mobile
sink and a static sink are used by Dual-Sink. The mobile sink
only needs to broadcast its location to a subset of nodes in the
network each time when it stops. Simulation results show that
when it scales up, the network using Dual-Sink enjoys steady
lifetime improvement from sink mobility, whereas the network
with only one mobile sink performs no better than the network
with a single static sink.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A typical wireless sensor network (WSN) is formed by a
large number of tiny sensors together with a static sink. The
sensors usually have limited and non-renewable energy reserve
[1]. Therefore, the lifetime of WSNs is a key issue that should
be considered before practical application of such networks.

Recently, there are a lot of interests of introducing sink
mobility into WSNs for lifetime improvement. The nodes
near the sink are more likely to use up their energy because
they have to forward all the data generated by the nodes
farther away. With a mobile sink, the nodes around the sink
always changes, thus balancing the energy consumption in the
network and improving the network lifetime. However, each
time the mobile sink moves, it has to inform all the nodes
of the topological or location change in order for the data of
sensors to be successfully routed to the sink. Previous studies
either assume that some global information of the network
(e.g., location of the mobile sink) is already available (e.g., [2],
[3], [4]) or let the sink spread the global information through
repeated broadcasting across the network (e.g., [8], [9], [10]).
Few work has addressed what we called the “offset” problem:
The lifetime improvement of WSNs from sink mobility could
be canceled out by the high energy loss in the frequent
network-wide broadcasting.

In this paper, we proposeDual-Sink, an energy-efficient and
distributed protocol for data collection in WSNs. The mobile
sink only needs to broadcast within a limited range instead of
throughout the network since both a mobile sink and a static
sink are used. For those nodes that do not know where the
mobile sink is, they send their data to the static sink.

We have the following contributions: First, to the best of
our knowledge, our work is the first to address the “offset”
problem caused by the network-wide broadcasting. Second,
we propose Dual-Sink, an energy-efficient and distributed data
collection protocol for WSNs. Third, simulation results show
that when the network becomes large in scale, Dual-Sink is
able to improve the network lifetime continuously, whereas
the network with a mobile sink performs no better than the
one with a single static sink.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
surveys the related work. Section III presents network model
and definitions for our discussion. The Dual-Sink protocol
details are described in Section IV. The performance of Dual-
Sink is evaluated in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes
the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

We review the most relevant work on introducing mobility
into WSNs in this section. Gandhamet al. [2] present sink
relocation solutions for energy efficiency in WSNs with mul-
tiple mobile sinks. The best positions for the mobile sinks
are computed by LP programming. As in [2], Vasset al. [3]
and Azadet al. [4] also propose centralized methods based
on mathematical programming to compute the best locations
for the mobile sinks. Since these methods are off-line and
centralized, the locations of all sensors and sinks are assumed
to be knowna priori. Luo and Hubaux [5] demonstrate that
using a mobile sink is beneficial and the mobility trajectory
should follow the periphery of the network. Wanget al. [6]
use an LP programming to model the maximization of the
lifetime of WSNs with one mobile sink. They assume that the
information on data flow between any two neighboring nodes
is available. Wanget al. [7] make use of a mobile relay to
extend the lifetime of a WSN. In both [5] and [7], the locations
of all nodes in the network are assumed to be already known.



A common characteristic of the above work is that some kind
of global information is assumed to be already available.

There is other work that does not assume the instant
availability of global information, but repeated network-wide
broadcasting is used to convey the information. Vinczeet al.
[8] propose adaptive sink mobility for energy efficiency in
WSNs for event-driven application. Network-wide broadcast-
ing is employed to propagate the location of the mobile sink.In
[9] and [10], network-wide broadcasting is used to update the
topological changes. Our proposed scheme is fully distributed
and does not use frequent network-wide broadcasting.

Some other work is proposed to provide location service in
WSNs with mobile sinks. Shimet al. [11] propose to distribute
special nodes called locators in the network for location query.
Likewise, Lin et al. [12] propose to useRouting Agentsfor
recording the location of the mobile sink. Our work differs in
that we do not use any special node.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Network Model

We assume thatN sensor nodes are uniformly distributed
in a field and form a connected network. A static sink is
located at the center of the field, while a mobile sink can
move around in the field. The sensor nodes are homogeneous.
In data transmission all nodes and both sinks use the same
fixed communication radiusRtx. Each node has a unique ID
and some buffer space.

We further assume a data logging application, where all
the sensors are required to send their data to either sink
periodically. For sake of simplicity, we assume that each
sensor node generates and sendsL bits per unit time. Data are
delivered to the sinks in multiple hops. We assume that when
the sink broadcasts, it uses aHello message ofBro Len

length. We do not assume data aggregation at any forwarding
node.

The energy model in our discussion is as follows. The initial
energy of each sensor isε(ε > 0), while the sinks have no
energy constraint. We assume that a sensor node consumese1

units of energy when sending one bit, while depletese2 units
of energy when receiving one bit wheree1 > e2 > 0.

B. Definitions

Thenetwork lifetimeis defined as the duration from the very
beginning of the network operation until the first node uses up
its energy. It is measured inrounds. A round is defined as the
least time needed for every node to deliver theirL bits to the
sink once before the network lifetime ends.

IV. PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION

We first describe the motivation for proposing the Dual-Sink
protocol, and then give the protocol details.

A. Motivation

In a typical WSN, since all the data are routed back to
the only static sink, the nodes near the sink have to forward
all the data from farther nodes and thus carry a heavier
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Fig. 1. Motivation for proposing Dual-Sink. (a) The mobile sink uses
network-wide broadcasting; (b) The mobile sink only broadcasts to a subset
of nodes in Dual-Sink.

traffic load. This is the many-to-one traffic pattern of WSNs.
Consequently, the nodes near the sink are more susceptible
to energy exhaustion. When these nodes use up their energy,
no more data can be transmitted back to the sink, causing the
premature lifetime ending of WSNs.

In order to distribute the energy consumption uniformly
across the network, using a mobile sink is a solution. The
nodes near the sink change as the mobile sink moves. How-
ever, the flip side of this solution is that each time the
sink changes its location in the network, it has to propagate
its location throughout the network in order for successful
data routing. The state of the art is that the sink frequently
launches network-wide broadcasting to convey its locationor
topological changes.

We argue that this repeated network-wide broadcasting
brings extra high energy loss which could impair the lifetime
gains from sink mobility, especially in large-scale WSNs. To
address this problem, we propose to use both a static sink and
a mobile sink in the network. The mobile sink only needs to
broadcast to a subset of nodes in the network each time when it
arrives at a new site, thus saving much energy. As for the static
sink, it only needs to broadcast to the whole network for only
one time at the initial stage of the network operation, which
would not result in significant energy dissipation. Figure 1
illustrates our motivation for proposing the Dual-Sink protocol.

B. Protocol Details

In Dual-Sink protocol, the static sink broadcasts across
the network once to inform all nodes of its location at the
beginning of network operation. The mobile sink only needs
to broadcast to a subset of nodes to convey its location or
topology information each time when it stops. Accordingly,
each node in the network is linked to at least one sink. For
those which are connected to both sinks, they can send their
data to the nearer sink.

Dual-Sink is a fully distributed data collection protocol.
Since there are three types of devices in the network, namely,
static sink, mobile sink and sensor node, we will describe
operations for them individually.



TABLE I
FORWARDING TABLE OF NODE A: EXAMPLE 1.

SinkType HopDis NxHopID

SS (Static Sink) 10 B,D

MS (Mobile Sink) 5 C,E

TABLE II
FORWARDING TABLE OF NODE D: EXAMPLE 2.

SinkType HopDis NxHopID

SS 9 F,G

MS 65535 null

For Static Sink:The static sink broadcasts aHello message
throughout the network at the very beginning for only one
time. The main fields of theHello message are:SinkType

(the type of the sink, i.e., static or mobile),NID (the ID of
the intermediate node receiving the message),HopDis (hop
distance to the corresponding sink of the intermediate node
receiving the message), and aTTL. TheTTL is used to limit
the broadcasting in the network. Initially, the value ofTTL

is set to the network radius in hop counts. In the case that
the network radius is not available, the TTL can be set to a
value big enough ensuring theHello message be sent to every
node in the network. Obviously this leads to some extra energy
consumption, but considering this broadcasting is only once,
the energy loss is insignificant. Then the static sink is ready
for receiving data from sensor nodes.

For Mobile Sink: Each time when the mobile sink stops
at a new site, it also broadcasts aHello message, but only
to a subset of nodes in the network. This can be done by
setting theTTL field to a value less than the network radius.
After the broadcasting finishes, the mobile sink is preparedfor
collecting data. Note that we assume that the mobile sink stays
at a site for a period long enough for the network to complete
a round of data collection, and then moves to the next site.
We also assume that all nodes generate data at a rather low
frequency, so that no data generated and transmitted in the
network before the mobile sink arrives at its next site.

For Sensor Node:Each sensor node would process 4 types
of messages: theHello message, theData message, the
EnQry (energy query) andEnRpl (energy reply) messages.
The Hello message is from either sink. TheData message
is generated or to be forwarded by a sensor node. In addi-
tion, each sensor node can send theEnQry message to its
neighbors and receive theEnRpl message from them.

Each sensor node stores the hop distances to the two sinks
since they could send its data to either sink. In particular,
each node maintains a simple forwarding table with 2 entries
containing the following fields:SinkType, HopDis, and
NxHopID. This table is for data routing use. Table I and
II are two examples of forwarding tables of two nodes, A and
D, respectively. The initial value of the hop distance to either
sink (HopDis) is set to the maximum in the system (65535

Algorithm : Algorithm for Node i when Receiving a
Hello Message.

1: On receiving aHello from nodej

2: if (HopDis(j) + 1) > HopDis(i) then
3: DiscardMsg(Hello).
4: Return.

5: end if
6:

7: if (HopDis(j) + 1) < HopDis(i) then
8: UpdateT blHopDis(i, HopDis(j) + 1).
9: ClearT blNxHopID(NxHopID(i)).

10: end if
11:

12: if (HopDis(j) + 1) <= HopDis(i) then
13: AppendT blNxHopID(NxHopID(i), j).
14: if TTL(j)− 1 = 0 then
15: DiscardMsg(Hello).
16: else
17: UpdateMsg(Hello, i, (HopDis+1), (TTL−

1)).
18: ForwardMsg(Hello).
19: end if
20: Return.

21: end if
22:

Fig. 2. Pseudo-code of the algorithm used by a node to processthe Hello
message.

in the above 2 examples). Besides, the value ofHopDis for
the mobile sink will be initialized and set again after a round
of network operation for that after the mobile sink moves,
the corresponding value ofHopDis becomes obsolete. The
NxHopID field stores IDs of the next-hop neighbors with
which the sensor node can deliver data to the sink inHopDis

hops.
On receiving aHello message, the sensor node uses the

information stored in the message to update its own forwarding
table. It checks theHopDis of the message and processes the
message according to the following algorithm:

1) If (HopDis + 1) is greater than its ownHopDis in the
forwarding table to the same sink as indicated by the
SinkType field in the message, it discards the message,
since the node sending the message is no nearer to the
sink than the sensor node receiving the message.

2) If (HopDis + 1) is equal to its ownHopDis to the same
sink, theNID field of the message is appended to the
NxHopID field of the corresponding table entry for the
same sink. IfTTL -1 = 0, it means that the message can
not be further forwarded, so the message is discarded;
else theNID field of the message is replaced with the
ID of the sensor node, theHopDis field is increased
to (HopDis + 1) and theTTL field is reduced by one;
then the message is forwarded to the neighbors of the
sensor node.

3) Otherwise, it updates its own hop distance to the sink



TABLE III
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value

Initial energy of each node(ε) 400 J

Sending energy cost(e1) 180 nJ/bit

Receiving energy cost(e2) 50 nJ/bit

Length of unit data(Data Len) 400 bits

Length of broadcast message(Bro Len) 80 ∼ 400 bits

Communication radius(Rtx) 100 m

as (HopDis + 1). In this case, there is a neighbor
through which data can be sent to the corresponding
sink via smaller hops, so this neighbor is used as the
next-hop neighbor. TheNxHopID field is first cleared
and updated with theNID field of the message; then
the sensor node discards ifTTL -1 = 0, or else forwards
the message.

Note that theNxHopID field may contain multipleNIDs
when the sensor node finishes processing theHello message.
The pseudo-code of this algorithm is given in Figure 2.

On receiving aData message, the sensor node selects a
next-hop neighbor based on its forwarding table. The sink
nearer the sensor node (corresponding to the entry with smaller
HopDis in the table) will be chosen as the destination of
the message. For example, if NodeA’s forwarding table is
like Table I, the mobile sink would be selected when NodeA

receives aData message. In the case that the sensor node does
not receive anyHello message from the mobile sink, the static
sink is selected naturally since the initial value of theHopDis

to the mobile sink is set to the maximum in the system. Node
D with forwarding table like Table II is an example. Then
one neighbor with the ID appeared in theNxHopID field in
the entry and with most residual energy is chosen, and then
the message is forwarded to the chosen neighbor. The energy
information can be collected by sending anEnQry message
to the node’s neighbors. TheNxHopID field is copied into
theEnQry message. When the sensor node generates aData

message by itself, it chooses the next-hop neighbor in the same
way. Apparently, we use a distributed shortest path routingin
the Dual-Sink design.

On receiving anEnQry message, the sensor node responds
with an EnRpl message unless theEnQry is for another
node. Similarly, the sensor node discards anEnRpl message
if the message is for another node.

V. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed
Dual-Sink protocol. The simulation parameters are listed in
Table III.

A. Simulation Setup

We arrange the sensor nodes on a grid of sizen × n. For
simplicity, we let n = 2k + 1, k ≥ 1. Each sensor node is
placed at an intersection point as shown in Figure 3. Each
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Fig. 3. (7×7−1) sensor nodes and the static sink form a grid. The mobile
sink is located at (2, 2) initially.

can only communicate with its at most 4 neighbors. Note
that there are (n2 − 1) sensors in the network because we
do not put a sensor at (0,0) where the static sink occupies.
The mobile sink starts from the point (a, a), where0 < a ≤ k

and moves clockwise following a similar route as the dashed
square in Figure 3. It stops each time it arrives at the next
intersection point, collects the data and moves on. We assume
that there’s no collision between the mobile sink and the sensor
node located at the intersection point. Moreover, theEnQry

and EnRpl messages are of the same length as theHello

message.

B. Route and Broadcasting Hop Limit for Mobile Sink

In the Dual-Sink design, the route and broadcast hop limit
(corresponding to theTTL field of Hello message) for the
mobile sink is critical to the performance of the protocol. For
example, if the mobile sink is too close to the static sink, the
nodes near the mobile sink do not change much even if the sink
moves. On the other hand, energy loss would be comparable to
network-wide broadcasting if the hop limit is not kept small.

We first deploy 48 sensors in the network, forming a7 ×

7 grid together with the static sink. According to the Dual-
Sink protocol, the farthest node in the network, e.g., the node
at (3, 3), is 6 hops away from the static sink. We examine
the performances of Dual-Sink in terms of network lifetime
when the mobile sink moves along 3 different routes and the
hop limit of its broadcasting grows from 1 to 6. As shown in
Figure 4, when the hop limit increases from 1 to 6, the network
lifetime increases at first and then decreases. A hop limit of
3 is the best for the setting. This can be explained as such:
when the hop limit is small, only a small subset of nodes in
the network can benefit from the sink mobility; but when the
hop limit is too big, the benefit from the sink mobility would
be offset by the cost of broadcasting in a wider range. As for
the 3 mobile routes, we observe that the network lifetime is
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Fig. 4. Network lifetime of different mobile routes and broadcasting hop
limits, N = 48, Bro Len = 80bits.
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Fig. 5. Network lifetime of different mobile routes and broadcasting hop
limits, N = 80, Bro Len = 80bits.

the longest when the mobile sink starts from (2, 2). This is
because with the same hop limit of broadcast, a route along
which the mobile sink encompasses more nodes is better. At
the opposite extreme, the nodes covered by the mobile sink
do not change when the mobile sink starts from (0, 0). The
results shown in Figure 5 can be explained in the same way.

C. Effects of Broadcasting on Network Lifetime

We perform simulations to investigate the effects of broad-
casting on network lifetime under 3 scenarios: the network
with Dual-Sink, the network with a single static sink and the
network with a single mobile sink. Note that the static sink
broadcasts once and the mobile sink broadcasts for multiple
times throughout the network under the latter 2 scenarios.
Since the broadcasting leads to more energy loss if the length
of Hello message increases, we examine the network lifetime
when theHello message grows in length. In Figure 6, we
observe that when the length of the broadcast message is
small, using a mobile sink does improve the network lifetime.
However, the network with a single mobile sink performs even
poorer than the network with a static sink with the growth of
the broadcast message because the network-wide broadcasting
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Fig. 6. Network lifetime when the network usesHello messages of different
lengths for broadcasting,N = 48.
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Fig. 7. Network lifetime changes when network size scales,Bro Len =
80bits.

incurs too much extra energy loss. This indicates that the gains
in network lifetime from sink mobility can be offset by the
energy loss caused by frequent network-wide broadcasting.
Nonetheless, the network with Dual-Sink always performs
best, suggesting that our proposed protocol is a good solution
to the offset problem. Note that in our simulation the lifetime
values of the 2 scenarios with mobile sink are results of best
combination of mobile route and broadcasting hop limit.

D. Scalability of Dual-Sink

We examine the performance of the Dual-Sink protocol
when the network scales up. In Figure 7, we see that even if the
broadcasting message is kept small (Bro Len = 80 bits), the
lifetime gain of the network with a single mobile sink begins
to decrease when the network size grows to over1088, while
the network with Dual-Sink can still provide steady lifetime
improvement over the single static sink scenario and outper-
forms the single mobile sink scenario. Specifically, as shown
in Figure 8, when the length of the broadcasting message is
increased to 160 bits, we notice that the network with a single
mobile sink performs no better than the network with only
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Fig. 8. Network lifetime changes when network size scales,Bro Len =
160bits.

a single static sink after the network size increases to 960,
indicating again that the gains in lifetime from sink mobility
is offset by extra energy loss in network-wide broadcasting.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We observe that there could be an “offset” problem when
introducing sink mobility into the WSNs although using a
mobile sink usually brings network lifetime improvement. The
problem is caused by the frequent network-wide broadcasting,
which leads to extra high energy loss especially in large-
scale WSNs. Therefore, we proposeDual-Sink, an energy-
efficient and distributed protocol for data collection in WSNs.
Simulation results show that Dual-Sink provides steady life-
time improvement for WSNs, but using only one mobile sink,
no lifetime gain is achieved when the network size grows
to over a threshold. We plan to investigate some theoretical
aspects of the Dual-Sink protocol in our future work. For
example, it would be interesting to further find out what the
best combination of mobile route and broadcast limit for the
mobile sink is in the Dual-Sink protocol.
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